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Model of rigid clamping
(believed to correspond to rigid substrates) 
The critical stress cr and deflection 0 are 
(Kachanov, 1988)
For compliant substrates FEM solutions, Numerical solving of SIE
Hutchinson, Suo, Thouless, Begley, Massabo, Parry et al. 
Plate models. Boundary conditions
h   - plate thickness,
2b0  - delamination width,
E   - coating Young’s modulus,
 - coating Poisson’s ratio,
0  - acting stress
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Cottrell, Chen 2000: a11, a12, a21, a22
numerically.
Yu, Hutchinson 2002: a11, a12=a21, 
a22 numerically.






















Substrate of final thickness
Obtained asymptotic solutions (SIFs, Matrices of compliance) 
- Strip on half-plane, for vanishing second elastic mismatch parameter 
(full matrix). Exact
- Two strips of equal thicknesses, for vanishing second elastic mismatch 
parameter (full matrix). Exact
- Somme additional results was obtained using simplified formulations: 
rode on half-plane; strip on half-plane, with neglecting normal/shear 
stress cross-terms; beam on half-plane; two strips of equal 
thicknesses, with neglecting normal/shear stress cross-terms; 
- Delalmination from curved compliant substrate.
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Method: Laplace transform, Matrix Riemann problem;  
Layer on half-plane of different elastic properties. Semi-infinite interface crack 
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Contribution due to normal force are 
expressed in terms of the same 
integrals!
All values are expressed in terms of 
two integrals
Asymptotics for the involved values, q, 
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Coefficients
Additional integrals involved:
from a simplified solution. Exact has been obtained 
[Ustinov 2015] 
All values are expressed in terms of 
two integrals
Matrix of compliance


























Two layers with different elastic properties. Semi-infinite interface crack 
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Linear combination of four solutions
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All values are expressed in terms of 
three integrals







Dependence of parameters   (solid line) and m  (dashed line)  
on the first Dundurs’ parameter   
Dependence of parameter   on the first Dundurs’ parameter  ;  
solid line – exact solution, dashed line – leading term for small  . 













M. D. Thouless, "The Effect of Transverse Shear on the Delamination of Edge-Notch Flexure 
and 3-Point Geometries," Journal of Composites B, 40, 305-312 (2009)
Dependence of SIF for loading with pair of transverse forces without moments on the first 
Dundurs’ parameter ; solid line corresponds to the exact solution, dots are solution
SIFs. Symmetrical loading with the normal forces
M. D. Thouless, "The Effect of Transverse Shear on the Delamination of Edge-Notch Flexure 
and 3-Point Geometries," Journal of Composites B, 40, 305-312 (2009)
Dependence of SIF for loading with the transverse force without moments on the first 
Dundurs’ parameter; solid line corresponds to the exact solution, dots are solution
SIFs. Asymmetrical loading with the normal force













Coefficients of elastic compliance (two strips of equal thicknesses)
Here not written coefficients are given [Ustinov, 2018].
Expressions involve two additional integrals (five altogether)
Some of the coefficients may be found by comparing the energy release rate of 
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Equation to determine 
In terms of a single parameter (all parameters 








Application. Elastically clamped plate. Buckling stress 
Numerical results
Master curve for critical stress. 
Solid line is the solution according to model 
“elastically clamped plate”; 
Short-dashed line is the solution according to model  
“plate on elastic foundation accounting for 
compressive stress”; long- dashed line is the solution 
according to model “plate on elastic foundation 
without accounting for compressive stress”; dots 



















FE calculations 59401 nodes (19600 
of 8-node rectangular elements), 
For each ratio of coating thickness 
to delamination length (1/20, 1/40, 
1/80) and each ratio of elastic 
moduli of substrate and coating 





















• Exact analytical solutions have been obtained for two configurations 
(semi-infinite interface crack in case of vanishing second Dundur’s
parameter):
- Layer on a half-plane;
- Two dissimilar layers. 
• For a layer on a half-plane the solution is a sum of three modes, 
corresponding to bending moment, transverse and longitudinal force, 
applied to the separating layer.
For two dissimilar layers the fourth mode appeared, corresponding 
to asymmetrical transverse forces. 
• For both configuration SIFs and extended matrices of compliance 
(3x3) and (3x4) has been obtained. All values are expressed in 
terms of (3-5) integrals, calculated numerically. 
• Simple asymptotics has been obtained for extrem cases
• The results are applied for problem of delamination of coating of final 
length
• The results are applied for problem of delamination of coating of final 
length from curved substrate (separate research)
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